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My research career (so far)
• 175+ refereed journal papers

• 3 books

• 6 papers in edited books

• Over 10300 citations

• H index of 37

• Currently 

– 10 papers under review

– 2 papers to revise & resubmit

– 3 rejected papers still to be revised and 

submitted to other journals



Why do research?

• It is one of the major things academics do

• Deans/Heads of School/Department Chairs 
like it

• Informs teaching

• Keeps your knowledge current

• Opens up lots of opportunities

• It is fun



What if you do not like research?

• Rethink why you have chosen an academic career

• Perhaps you are going about it the “wrong” way

• What is the “right” way?

– Work on stuff you enjoy

– Read a lot of papers on topics you find interesting

– Work with other people

– Share the writing

– Target appropriate journals



What are appropriate journals?

• Australian Business Deans Council lists
– See abdc.edu.au

• Lists lots of journals in various business 
categories 

• Ranks them in 4 bands (A*, A, B, C)

• Cabell’s Directory of Publishing Opportunities
– See www.cabells.com

• Many other lists/rankings available (e.g., ERA 
list)

http://www.cabells.com/


How to target

• Make sure paper fits into general theme of 
journal

• Make a list of journals that fit
• Rank them in terms of fit and likelihood of 

acceptance
• Choose one to submit to

– One with reasonable fit
– One with reasonable likelihood of acceptance

• Keep list since more often than not, will get 
rejected

• If you have a thin skin and cannot bear rejection, 
maybe academia is not for you



Actually Doing the Research

• Read lots of academic journal papers

• Keep a list of ideas

• Talk a lot with colleagues/collaborators

• Write as you do bits of research

• Recognise the contribution

• Better to do a small thing thoroughly than a 
big thing thinly



Relevance vs Rigour

• Can your research be relevant and rigourous? 

– Relevant means examining variables that managers 
can control/feel are important

– Rigour means conceptual and methodological rigour

• There can be a trade-off, but beware of what 
Varadarajan (2003) calls The Tyranny of the “Or” 
applied to academic research

• Good research can (and many say should) be 
both 



Relevant to Who? 

• Managers

• Management & Marketing Researchers

• Public Policy Officials

• Management & Marketing Educators and 
Students

• Society at Large



Kinds of Papers

• Conceptual or theoretical papers are harder to 
get published (see Stewart & Zinkhan, 2006, 
for an excellent discussion).

• Journals tend to publish more empirical pieces 
(as long as they are well carried out).

• This also includes good qualitative (empirical) 
papers.



Key Components of Any Paper

• Most papers need a strong theoretical base

• There are 3 basic parts to a paper:

– Here is what we know (lit review)

– Here is what we want to know (research questions)

– Here is what we know now (results and discussion)

• Do not have to be in exactly that order 

• Paper should have a good story to tell

• Also should be in format of target journal



What is a Contribution?

• Four basic themes related to a contribution
– Consider the target audience
– Realise the contribution is subjective
– Have a passion for your research topic
– Surprise/counterintuitive/controversy

• Can make contribution in one or more of 
three domains
– Theory
– Method
– Context



A Checklist

• Summarise and synthesise insights from past 
studies

• Suggest paper’s contribution
• Theoretically and methodologically rigourous
• Succinctly discuss your findings
• Demonstrate how your findings add to 

knowledge
• Suggest issues and directions for future work
• A great discussion of all this is in Ladik & Stewart 

(2008)



How to Keep the Pipeline Full

• Read a lot

• Supervise honours, masters and PhD students

• Use conference papers as a way to try out 
research ideas

• Convert conference papers to journal 
submissions

• Get opinions of your papers from more 
experienced colleagues

• Have a goal (e.g., 3 journal submissions a year)



What NOT To Do 
(in no particular order)

• Send half-done papers to journals

• Spend all your time writing conference papers

• Work alone

• Make up excuses for why you have not done 
any research

• Be driven by method instead of issue/problem



What if Rejected? 

• This will happen a lot
• I still get rejected more that accepted after over 40 years of this 

(my first paper accepted in 1975)
• Carefully read letter from editor and reviewers comments and learn 

from these reports
• Revise paper and go back to list of possible journals
• Resubmit unless referees have found fatal flaw
• Make sure paper fits with journal
• Keep the pipeline full
• See Kilduff (2007) for an interesting discussion and other Academy of 

Management Review papers listed



Guide to Help

• Johnson, Alan M (2011) Charting a Course for 
a Successful Research Career: A Guide for Early 
Career Researchers (2nd Edition), Elsevier: 
Amsterdam

• Free!!

• http://cdn.elsevier.com/assets/pdf_file/0019/
111835/charting-a-course-for-a-successful-
research-career.pdf

http://cdn.elsevier.com/assets/pdf_file/0019/111835/charting-a-course-for-a-successful-research-career.pdf
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Some Useful Reading
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Some Useful Reading


